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INTRODUCTION

Ardhi University grounds, Dar es Salaam

The 2015/16 CDI committees from the UK and TZ join together
for a photo at the end of their leadership term

Introduction
Welcome from our leaders

WELCOME
FROM OUR LEADERS
A year of growth, a year of change, and a year of challenge.
We hear from this year’s leaders of the initiative.

N

G

ot often are you entrusted with the relobally the population growth of youth
sponsibility of running an organisation
is increasing tremendously, causing a
like CDI while still a student. For Jonlack of access to reliable permanent
athan, myself, our wonderful student
jobs in many countries. Most start-ups,
committees, and dedicated volunteers,
big corporations, and government instithe past year proved to be a steep learning curve.
tutions require youth that have enough experience
Being ‘thrown in the deep end’ gave us such a rich exand are capable of delivering successful results with
perience and allowed us to mature greatly as young
minimum supervision. The best time to acquire this
leaders. CDI is a fascinating organisation which clearexperience is at university level, where students have
ly displays the huge role young people can play in
a perfect opportunity to stretch themselves. Volunsustainable development. What makes CDI unique
teering in different development sectors is the perfect
is our ability to adapt, be flexible, and
way to further their leadership careers
imaginative. In all projects students act
“What makes CDI and to develop managerial skills. For
as conveners between a wide range unique is our ability three years now, Cambridge Developof stakeholders from NGOs to govment Initiative has successfully created
to
adapt,
be
flexible,
ernment bodies, corporations to bena well-suited platform for Tanzanian
eficiaries. The idea is to bring a spark
university students to challenge themand imaginative”
of innovation into the international deselves and work collaboratively with
velopment space through fresh thinking and a conCambridge students to spark changes in the communection with university research. The results you will
nity. The contributions of CDI volunteers over the
read about in the following pages were only made
last three years and their achievements have helped
possible by a team of extremely dedicated UK and
bring delight to many communities, who have recTanzanian volunteers, our extremely generous doognised that youth have something unique to offer
nors, and well-experienced partners. CDI continwhen it comes to sustainable development. We
ues to grow, and we wish the new student comare truly humbled to have received this opportunimittees and volunteers the best of luck throughout
ty to lead CDI. I will use the skills and experience
what will surely prove to be another exciting year.
gained through CDI to give back to my community.
MATT HOPGOOD
JONATHAN NKUNGU
CDI UK President 2015/16
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CDI TZ Director 2015/16

Introduction
The CDI model

THE CDI MODEL

“ Young people...must become the experts and leaders in a new and
profoundly challenging era” ( Jeffrey Sachs).

1

YOUTH-LED

INNOVATIVE SPIRIT

Students are the researchers, designers,
implementers, and leaders of innovative
development projects which ensure
beneficiaries and their needs are always
the central focus

2
43

University students from the UK and Tanzania
join together in multi-disciplinary teams to tackle
some of the world’s most pressing problems

PARTNERSHIPS

In all of our projects we establish
partnerships with government bodies,
international and local NGOs, and
corporates to ensure that our work can
be sustained throughout the year

DAR ES SALAAM

Together, we spend
two months in
Dar between
July and August
to implement
the bulk of
our work, and
two
weeks
in December
to monitor our
activities and plan
for the coming year
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Introduction
A year in review

A YEAR IN REVIEW

Behind the projects, the CDI committees from Tanzania and the UK
work hard throughout the year to plan and publicise our work.
November ‘15
International Development
Conference, Cambridge

The CDI UK committee showcased the organisation’s
work to students and staff, the highlight being a
presentation by CDI’s Engineering Director on ‘Technology
in Development’.

December ‘15
December Trip, Dar es Salaam

CDI UK & TZ committees joined together in Dar for
the annual December trip. The two-week schedule was
packed with stakeholder meetings, project planning,
and securing accommodation for the summer project
implementation.

January ‘16
The CDI Annual Launch, Cambridge

A chance to share CDI’s work with existing stakeholders
and new students. This year we were extremely grateful
to have Lydia Zigomo, Head of the East Africa Region at
WaterAid, giving us the keynote speech.

February ‘16
Ban-Ki Moon Ceremony, Cambridge

The CDI President joined Ban-Ki Moon at his honorary
degree ceremony, where the Secretary-General
explained how the University must keep ensuring that
its students are globally-minded citizens.
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March ‘16
House of Lords event, London

CDI hosted an event with the theme ‘What role can
students play in achieving the Sustainable Development
Goals’. The afternoon consisted of speeches, and closed
with a time of sharing and networking between the
invited guests.

April ‘16
April Trip, Dar es Salaam

The CDI Education Director and an Engineering project
volunteer visited Dar es Salaam to work with the CDI
TZ committee on some important preparatory work
prior to the summer projectimplementation.

May ‘16
TZ Volunteer recruitment

The new, coherent approach to TZ recruitment
resulted in 100’s of applications, from which 26 talented
and enthusiastic volunteers were chosen to take part in
CDI’s summer projects.

June ‘16
TZ Volunteer training

With help from partner organisation Bridge for Change,
the CDI TZ committee took their volunteers through
a comprehensive training programme in preparation for
the summer project implementation.

August and September ‘16
Summer project implementation

26 UK volunteers and 22 Tanzanian volunteers joined
together for 2 months to continue the implementation
of CDI’s four projects.
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Organisational focus

ORGANISATIONAL
FOCUS

The beauty of our organisation is its ability to adapt, be flexible, and
continually improve with fresh ideas from new leadership.

67%

reduction in volunteer
costs since 2014

This year it cost £511.68 to pay for the flight, accommodation, and visa of
a volunteer. As a reference, VSO (Volunteer Services Overseas) spends
approximately £2070 per volunteer for an equivalent 8 week placement.

critical change in committee
structure and operations

1

We care about raising up both Tanzanian and UK leaders. If we
are honest the balance of leadership and responsibility has always
fallen more heavily on the UK team. This year we renamed the
Tanzanian ‘Country Team’ to ‘CDI Tanzania’, thus creating a parallel branch structure with the UK and TZ teams leading equally

5

-room office secured for CDI TZ and our
partner youth-led organisations

In Tanzania, having an office is essential for registration of an
NGO. By upgrading last year’s office to a bigger space we are
able to foster a sense of community among like-minded youthled organisations. The space includes 4 individual office rooms,
one large communal room, a toilet, kitchen, and back garden.
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landmark partnership
with Ardhi University

1

This year we signed a landmark agreement with Ardhi University in
Dar es Salaam, meaning that both UK and TZ volunteers can stay in
University accommodation during summer project implementation.
In addition the University provides open access to all facilities including classroom space, playing fields, canteen, and presentation rooms.

4

comprehensive impact reports
published for our projects in 2016

We are committed to critically assessing our work and the impact it has
on beneficiaries. When innovating we don’t always get it right, but we
are always keen to admit this. These reports build the foundation for our
projects moving forward, ensuring that they are as impactful as possible.

males to females holding
committee roles in 2016

7:5

Although far from perfect, CDI aims to provide equal opportunities for
both male and female students to undertake a role on the CDI UK or
CDI TZ committees. Volunteer numbers this year were split equally
at 50:50 male to female studying a broad range of university subjects.

3

features in Tanzanian
national media coverage

This year’s summer projects drew widespread attention from
both local and national Tanzanian media. We were thrilled for
our Entrepreneurship project launch to be featured on Tanzanian Channel 10 news, and our Education project launch
to be featured in both The Guardian and BBC Swahili.
11

Vingunguti, Dar es Salaam

Volunteers Mduda and Jeroen join together to celebrate the successes of
the 2016 summer projects in Dar es Salaam.

OUR PROJECTS

Our projects
Entrepreneurship Project

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROJECT
Inspiring young entrepreneurs in Tanzania to take the lead and
solve the problems facing their country through social business.

“This course I believe is going to turn up my entrepreneurship
career, it’s going to be a turning point in what I’ve been thinking of
doing my whole life” - Alpheus, DAREnterprisers course participant

Our projects
Entrepreneurship project

A PROBLEM TO TACKLE
Youth unemployment

Youth unemployment in Tanzania continues to grow at an alarming rate. The
existing set of jobs is completely unable to absorb the growing youth population. Every year 900,000 young Tanzanians compete for 60,000 new jobs.
An obvious answer to this problem is
to encourage entrepreneurship - young
people can create their own jobs, and
as their businesses grow, so does the
opportunity for employing others.

Entrepreneurship ecosystem

However,
the
entrepreneurship
ecosystem in Dar es Salaam is yet
to flourish. There is a lack of mentors, start-up funders and incubators.

Only a handful of local entrepreneurs have success stories capable
of inspiring the younger generation.

A case for entrepreneurship

With all of the above in combination,
promoting entrepreneurship in Tanzania is as important as ever. It is well
known that entrepreneurs are capable of changing the way we live and
work. If successful their innovations
can improve our standard of living,
and create a multitude of new jobs.
These realisations led to the creation
of CDI’s DAREnterprisers Business
Programme, an 8 week practical training course for East African students
with an interest in entrepreneurship.

THE LOCATION
UDSM, Dar es Salaam

The DAREnterprisers Business Programme is conducted at the University
of Dar es Salaam (UDSM), Tanzania.
The course teaching takes place in the
Rotary Entrepreneurship Centre which
seats around 50 people and contains
facilities for computer use, presentations, and group work around tables.
In addition to the in-class course sessions, the participants also spend time
on community and site visits. This variety ensures that the course is en-

gaging, interactive, and makes sure
that the participants are trained to
stay focused on the local context
in which their businesses will run.
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OUR PROGRESS TO DATE
Course development

Originally inspired by the University of
Cambridge Judge Business School, the
DAREnterprisers programme focuses
on university students with an interest in entrepreneurship. The course
content is based on Human Centred Design, with the aim to equip
students with the skills necessary to
start their own social enterprises.

DAREnterprisers
Business Ideas 2016

The first two iterations

Tacode: Fabricating a sustainable
cooking fuel made from cow dung

Prior to 2016 had successfully run
two iterations of the DAREnterprisers
business programme. In year one the
course ran for 22 Tanzanian University students over 28 full-time course
days. In year two the course content was vastly refined and reduced.

Off-Grid Energy
Shara: A hybrid system of solar
panels and wind turbines
SUJA Eco Energy: Producing
Charcoal from alternative sources

Manufacturing & Urban Living
Twendeni: Running a school bus
service specifically for primary and
secondary school children
Recha: Turning the city’s plastic
litter into high grade granules for
recycling

Water, Sanitation & Hygiene
Rafiki Pads: Affordable, and
reusable sanitary pads
GBL Bucket Toilets: Safe, hygienic
and affordable sanitation facilities
Other adaptions saw site visits to local business introduced, and the course
split into three business ‘tracks’ (thematic areas of focus) - Off-Grid Energy, Manufacturing & Urban Living,
and Water, Sanitation & Hygiene.
16

Kijito Safi: Chemical purification for
safe drinking water

Our projects
Entrepreneurship project

2016 DAREnterprisers launch

This year the course was formally launched at UDSM’s Rotary Entrepreneurship Centre. The event
brought together those who have supported the course in the past years
as well as those shaping its future.

• Qualities of a
successful
Entrepreneur
• Social
Entrepreneurship
• Human Centred
Design
• Community visit:
Identifying needs
and problems

Week 1
• Selection of
business ideas
• Prototyping
• Marketing
• Community visit:
Marketing of
Prototype
• Knowing Oneself
and Team Dynamics

A keynote speech from the Guest of
Honour, Mrs Bengi’ Issa, Executive Secretary of the National Economic Empowerment Council, inspired the audience with words on entrepreneurship
tackling youth unemployment in Tanzania. We were thrilled to have the
event featured on Tanzania’s Channel 10 National News Programme.

New in 2016

Again taking feedback from course participants of the previous two years, the
course curriculum was scaled down
in order to leave more time for primary research, community visits, and
ideation. In addition, the course featured a number of presentations from
guest speakers from organisations
such as Save The Children, who provided a well-received fresh new perspective on social entrepreneurship.

Week 3
• Social Impact
Measurement
Techniques
• Community visit:
Social Impact
success factors
• Building a Personal
Brand
• Personal
Development

Week 5
• Communication
and Presentation
Skills
• Pitch Deck and
Poster design
• Pitching practise
sessions
• Conference:
Networking and
funding

• Market Research
• Ideation Techniques
• Meeting with
student mentors
• Community visit:
Ideation teamwork
• Business and
Revenue Models

Week 2
• Personal
Development
• Business mentor
consultation session
• Self-funding vs.
Finding Investors
• Raising Capital:
Dar es Salaam
stock exchange

Week 4
• Accounting
• Community visit:
Taxation and
Legislation
• Writing Business
Proposals
• IT skills
• Peer-to-Peer
feedback

Week 6
• Enrolment into
local incubators
• Professional
Development:
Social Media

Week 7
Week 8
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Entrepreneurship Project

DARE-2-CHANGE DAR:
Impactful Innovation

At the closing of the programme, CDI
held its annual entrepreneurship conference ‘DARE-2-CHANGE DAR’,
this year focussing on impactful innovation. Hosted at the Kisenga LAPF
International conference centre, over
450 students, entrepreneurs, business professionals and government
leaders came together for a series of

panel discussions, speeches, and pitches from the 23 DAREnterprisers students. At the end of the event, and
after consultation with a panel of experts, judges decided winners for the
three tracks. However, in an amazing
turn of events, companies present at
the event decided to spontaneously
sponsor a further 4 business, meaning 7 of the 8 startups each received
up to $3000 in seed capital funding

PROJECT IMPACT
Seed capital funding of

8 startups launched

$18,750 raised

Entrepreneurship training given to

23 students

450 guests attending DARE-2-CHANGE DAR
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HEALTH PROJECT

Utilising existing community health structures to launch a social enterprise
which increases affordability and access to essential health products.

“I always had a dream that one day I could help solve
problems in the community. I thank CDI because they gave me a
chance to improve the health of the community in Vingunguti” Danny, CDI TZ Health project volunteer

Our projects
Health Project

A PROBLEM TO TACKLE
Accessing healthcare

Dar es Salaam is among the top ten fastest growing cities in the world. For the
urban poor in the city, accessing healthcare is becoming increasingly difficult.
There are a distinct lack of health facili-

THE LOCATION
Vingunguti, Dar es Salaam

The CDI Health Project is located in
the informal settlement of Vingunguti,
situated in the Ilala district of Dar es
Salaam. According to the 2012 census, the total population is 106,946.
Vingunguti, like many areas in Dar
es Salaam is served by ‘Community Health Workers’ (CHWs). These
part-time volunteers are responsible
for providing residents with potentially life-saving information regarding
issues such as Malaria prevention, nutrition, family planning, and sanitation.
This home-based services removes the
need to travel long distances and face
20

ties and qualified healthcare practitioners. This means overcrowding of health
centres, dispensaries, and hospitals is
widespread. Day-long queues in these
facilities are not uncommon. The government supplies a selection of free
medication but frequent stock-outs
mean that there is no guarantee patients
will receive their medicine. Peri-urban
settlements are often situated miles
away from the nearest doctors, meaning travel costs can be a real barrier to
health provision for low-income families.
These difficulties in accessing treatment
and medicines mean that preventative
healthcare is often completely ignored.

long queues in order to see a doctor.
However, the CHW role is often low
paid. This means that CHWs must
seek alternative employment to earn
a living - reducing the time which they
can spend working in the community.

Our projects
Health project

OUR PROGRESS TO DATE
Grounded in research

The 2016 CDI Health project was built
on two years of extensive research
performed by previous CDI teams.
By visiting dispensaries in the wards of
Tabata and Vingunguti, Dar es Salaam’s
health system challenges became apparent - most clearly the community’s
lack of access to preventative health
measures in the form of health products, and the underutilised yet highly
valuable Community Health Workers.
Further studies performed in Vingunguti during the 2016 December trip shed
light on the relative prevalence of various health problems in this community.

AFYA YETU - ‘Our Health’

Combining all the research previously undertaken, CDI implemented the
first trial of its solution on the ground
in 2016. Named AFYA YETU (‘Our
Health’), this fully-registered social enterprise aims to improve the health of
the community by increasing access to
health products, advice, and education.
The scheme allows Dar es Salaam’s existing CHWs to become ‘Sales Agents’
who sell health products such as sanitary pads, water-purification tablets,
and fortified flour. Partnerships with
local NGOs and businesses mean that
the products are bought at wholesale
price. As a result the customers pay far
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Reporting

Business Manager
& Product Store
Oversight
Oversight &
Product Supply

Afya Yetu Sales
Agents - CHWs

Product Sales
Commission

The Community Fund
Percentage
Savings

Health Products
& Education

Vingunguti Community
less than they would otherwise do at
local shops. In addition, the low cost allows the CHWs to earn a commission
for their sales - creating a viable and socially-concious means of employment.

the community providing vital education. In addition, a percentage of
the profit of each product sold is allocated towards ‘The Community Fund’ - an ever-growing source of
capital funding for larger investments
which benefit the health of the entire
community - water filters, clean-fuel
cookers, or even simplified sewerage.

One year pilot

Now with a stable source of income,
the CHWs can spend far longer in
22

In order to test the success of this model it will run as a one year pilot with 10
Afya Yetu Sales agents operating across
the Vingunguti ward. Sales data will be
collected and used to refine the business
model for future iterations of the project.

Our projects
Health project

Training CHWs to be Afya Yetu
Sales Agents

Although well trained in providing
health education, our 10 Sales Agents
required extra teaching on business
skills and product information. WAHECO, a partner on this project, provided
this training on behalf of CDI. During
operation on the business the Business
Manager will continue to provide oversight to ensure that the Sales Agents
are conducting themselves correctly.

started with speeches from CDI leaders and the Guest of Honour (district
commissioner for Ilala). Later in the day
CDI’s partners TAI, Soleo Tanzania, and
WAHECO gave interactive teaching on
health topics relevant to the community. Throughout the day AFYA YETU
Sales Agents were on hand to sell products. Around 70 members of the community of all ages attended a day full of
vibrancy, excitement, and celebration.

Siku ya Afya - ‘Day of Health’:
Launching AFYA YETU

After a year of preparation and 2 months
of implementation on the ground,
AFYA YETU was ready to launch. In
order to mark the occasion, our Health
and Engineering teams joined forces
to organise a community event named
Siku ya Afya - ‘Day of Health’. The day

PROJECT IMPACT

1 full-registered social enterprise

8 individuals
700 health products sold in 4 months
Health-education training run for 30 children
Part-time employment created for
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ENGINEERING PROJECT

Providing a much needed sanitation solution to the informal settlement of
Vingunguti in Dar es Salaam.

“The mosquitoes have reduced because the water is not flooding
everywhere like it used to before...The work has given us hope.” Fatima, Vingunguti resident

Our projects
Engineering project

A PROBLEM TO TACKLE
A sanitation crisis

Roughly 8% of people in Dar es Salaam have access to improved sanitation. The rest – 4.6 million people
– largely rely on self-constructed pit
latrines that crack, collapse, and leak.
A preferred emptying method is simply letting them overflow into the
streets during the rainy season – getting a vacuum truck to empty them
is a luxury only accessible to the rich.

High social inequality

Community members rarely wash their
hands with soap. This is leaves everyone susceptible to diarrhoeal diseases,
with children particularly at risk – a third
of under-5 deaths in Tanzania are due
to poor hygiene. Open pits are also a
hotbed for mosquitoes, providing another medium for disease transmission.

Women are disproportionately affected. The poor sanitation infrastructure
can make them feel unsafe or ashamed,
often resulting in bathroom trips only
in the middle of the night – leaving them a target for sexual violence.

Environmental conditions

While the water is dirtied by poor
sanitation, the air is dirtied by cooking
practices. Charcoal stoves are ubiquitous, as are the problems they cause
– women who cook are exposed several times a day to high concentrations
of particulate matter, leading to higher rates of lung disease. On a national scale, deforestation for fuel is rampant, and on a global scale, the carbon
released from burning charcoal and
the methane released from open pits
both contribute to global warming.

THE LOCATION
Vingunguti, Dar es Salaam

Like the Health Project, the Engineering project is based in Vingunguti. It is
a densely populated informal settlement, thus is highly susceptible to the
problems caused by poor sanitation.
Right in the centre of the community is 20 acres of waste stabilisation
ponds which, until CDI’s work, only
processed the waste of wealthy residents who could afford to transport
their waste away from their houses.
25
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OUR PROGRESS TO DATE
Pipes in the ground

Simplified sewerage is the first part of
the solution. It is ideal for informal settlements like Vingunguti, being cheaper
than conventional sewerage, and entirely installable by community members.

each years iteration of network expansion we have vastly improved the
project delivery, and this summer was
no exception. The team achieved cost
reductions, increases in construction
efficiency, and provided the community with higher quality hygiene training.

Gas in the digester

Our biogas digester is a vital link in
our holistic sanitation solution. By
producing methane from waste, it:
1.
2.
3.
4.

These pipes transport waste away from
homes, into the municipal treatment
system. Seeing the community transformed by the technology has increased
demand for improved sanitation, one
community member noting: “[before
the project] I was dreaming of tiles in
the house, larger windows and doors.
Now I see that the toilet is a good
thing to start with”. This summer the
Engineering project added another 12
fully-connected toilets to the simplified
sewerage network which now benefits
over 450 community members. With
26

Provides cooking gas
Eliminates use of charcoal
Treats the waste for pathogens
Produces a saleable product

During 2016 the Engineering team
worked hard to further increase the digester’s gas production by making the
inlets and outlets more robust, building a sediment filtering system, and encasing the device in a greenhouse for
optimised heating and rain protection.

Gas has already been test burned, and
sales in the community will begin shortly.

Our projects
Engineering project

Capacity in the community

The simplified sewerage network is governed by a group of community members – the Sanitation Users’ Association.
They help manage the sanitation loan,
by which the community members pay
for the system. By building capacity locally, future issues with the system can
be managed without outside help. Each
year the Engineering project has strived
to better engage the route communities with latrine construction and the
management of materials, which has
proven to vastly increase the sense of
ownership and pride the residents feel
about their network. We are also finding that three years of simplified sewerage expansion and local hygiene training
has caused a spike in demand for the
technology, with community members

even moving to the area to gain access
to higher quality sanitation facilities.

This summer our Engineering and Health
teams also joined forces with the Sanitation Users’ Association and local NGOs
(TAI and WAHECO) to run a series of
sanitation and hygiene focused workshops for young children. These included interactive sessions on hand washing, teeth brushing and toilet hygiene.
27
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Bread (and fertiliser) in the
oven

An innovative and frugal design, the
Solar Oven can be used to cook food
without fuel, and de-water sewage to
produce fertiliser. This brings not only
another potential income stream to the
model, but also can create an entirely
decentralised sanitation system, where
all waste turns into saleable products.

Eyes on expansion

Long term collaboration with the government has yielded incredible results.
The municipal sewerage authority is
now planning to fund large scale expansion of the technology and community model established in Tanzania
by CDI. Soon there will be thousands
instead of hundreds of residents in
Vingunguti with simplified sewerage,
bringing dignity and health to communities, as our collaboration pushes forward in tackling Dar’s sanitation crisis.
By continuing to improve the efficiency
and reliability of biogas production, while
adapting a refining solutions for fertiliser drying, we remain hopeful of developing a scalable and sustainable model
for decentralised sanitation provision.

PROJECT IMPACT

28

120 new residents connected to the network
Construction of 4 Solar Ovens completed
1 new Sanitation Users’ Association established
Government plan for1000 person expansion
3 structural improvements to biogas digester

Our projects
Education project

EDUCATION PROJECT

Giving Dar es Salaam’s secondary school students a platform to design
solutions which can solve the problems facing their communities.

“I have learnt to have confidence, to present many things in front
of many people. From now I can talk infront of many people and I
won’t be afraid” - Susan, Think Big Challenge Participant

Our projects
Education project

A PROBLEM TO TACKLE
Tanzania’s Education system

School education in Tanzania is typified
by overcrowded classrooms of 60 to
100 students. Many schools are severely
under-resourced with only chairs, desks,
and blackboards. The national curriculum is ambitious with an abrupt change
in language from Swahili to English between primary and secondary schools.
As a result even the brightest students
struggle to engage with the subject content. With all the above in combination,
pupils often resort to rote-learning in
order to keep pace with the lessons.

THE LOCATION
Salma Kikwete, Manzese,
Makumbusho and Tabata
BRAC centre

In 2016 the CDI Education project
worked with 3 secondary schools located in the Kinondoni district of Dar
es Salaam - Salma Kikwete and Manzese secondary schools in Manzese

ward (population 70,507) and Makumbusho secondary school in Makumbusho ward (population 68,903). Both
wards are considered low-income
neighbourhoods characterised by poor
settlement planning and low quality social services - not uncommon in
Dar, where the UN estimates that 70%
of people live in informal settlements.
In 2016 CDI also worked in conjunction
with Tabata BRAC centre - an NGO-run
education centre which provides subject-based and peer mentoring for girls
at risk of dropping out from school. The
CDI education team invited 16 girls from
BRAC out-of-school girls’ club to participate in this years’ education project.
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OUR PROGRESS TO DATE
The Think Big Challenge

Through 2014 and 2015 the CDI Education project built a strong relationship with the staff and pupils at Salma
Kikwete, Manzese and Makumbusho
secondary schools. Previous project activities focused on providing extracurricular opportunities for creative learning not found in the regular curriculum.
In 2015 CDI implemented a series
of low-cost initiatives in schools - the
Jitunze (garden) scheme, Debate Club,
and Peer-2-Peer club - which built
upon previous schemes run in 2014.
This year the CDI Education Team decided that to improve the effectiveness
of such schemes, it should be the school
students themselves, rather than school
teachers and CDI volunteers, who

create the initiative ideas. Thus, the
Think Big Challenge was created.
In partnership with local youth-led
NGO Bridge for Change (BFC), school
students receive training on ideation
and problem solving, the result being fully-formed low-cost initiatives
which they run themselves in school.
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STAGE 1

School-based Workshops 1-3

CDI & BFC volunteers ran 3 workshops in each participating
school. The interactive sessions focused on teaching problem solving methodologies and tackling common school
problems with creative solutions. At the same time BFC volunteers ran sessions on career planning and development.

STAGE 2

Idea Presentation and Team Selection

During STAGE 1 students formed teams in order to generate ideas for low-cost solutions to a school problem of
their choice. In STAGE 2 the teams selected their favourite idea and submitted it for review by CDI & BFC volunteers. 13 teams were chosen to take their ideas further.

STAGE 3

Think Big Challenge Opening Ceremony

Students from the 13 teams were invited to attend the
Think Big Challenge launch at Ardhi University. The morning
including speeches from CDI & BFC leaders, the Guest of
Honour (Professor Yunus Mgaya), and selected students.
The event was publicised by BBC Swahili the The Guardian.

STAGE 4

University-based Workshops 4-9

The Think Big Challenge consisted of 6 interactive workshops based at Ardhi University aimed at improving soft
skills and developing ideas. Topics covered included project planning, budgeting, and presentation skills. At the
end of STAGE 4 the teams had fully-formed project plans.

STAGE 5

Closing Ceremony

To close an exciting 2 months of training and idea development, CDI & BFC held a closing ceremony for the Think Big
Challenge at Manzese secondary school. The event consisted of an exhibition of the students team ideas, speeches by honourable guests from the government and partner NGOs, as well as prize giving for the winning teams.
32
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Think Big Challenge 2016: Student Teams & Ideas
Manzese Heroes: Creating a quiet and well-resourced study area
The Great Team: Peer-2-Peer English teaching sessions
After Cleaning Project: Raising awareness of pollution through class litter picks
Rise and Shine: Teaching students about environmental pollution
Marco: Petitioning for women’s rights at school and in the community
Zebra Team: Educating students about eco-friendly charcoal production
4Real: A club for Peer-2-Peer teaching and group discussions
Mashujaa: Encouraging students to attend school by organising sports groups
The Hard-Workers: Tackling gender and racial segregation through sharing
Amani Group: Gathering street-youths to make jewellery and bake cakes
Step by Step Group: A club for debates, past-papers, and speech giving
Good Environment Programme: Making brooms for classroom cleaning
Glory: Reducing school theft by creating a culture of property safety

PROJECT IMPACT
Successful pilot of

1 Think Big Challenge

51 secondary school students engaged
Project implementation at 4 education centres
13 new student-led school initiatives created
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Ardhi University grounds, Dar es Salaam

Tristan, Gabby, and Jonathan enjoying the cool,
green and clean environment at the university as
they discuss Jonathan’s new NGO, EEDS

ADDITIONAL INITIATIVES

ADDITIONAL INITIATIVES
Nkrumah Hall, Dar es Salaam

Ocheck Msuva, Bridge for Change founder
and director, speaks to student guests at the
Swiss Embassy’s ‘Voice of Youth’ event

Additional Initiatives
Bridge for Change

BRIDGE FOR CHANGE
Empowering youth to take ownership of their futures. Bridge for Change
was founded by former CDI Tanzania Director, Ocheck Msuva.
A year of progress

Bridge for Change (BFC) has grown
tremendously over the last twelve
months. Founded by former CDI Tanzania Director, Ocheck Msuva, BFC
empowers Tanzanian youth to be
positive change makers by inspiring,
shaping, and mentoring their careers.
Now with 2 paid members of staff, 7
full-time volunteers, and multiple new
projects, BFC continues to mature as
an organisation which has a great impact in the youth-empowerment space.

Career Network Support (CNS)

Career Network Support, BFC’s flagship programme, aims to give youth
the skills and practical opportunities to
make them ready for self-employment,
to be employable, and/or to continue
with further studies. CNS comprises of
a pool of successful men and women
in their professional fields, all motivated to provide career advice and direct mentorship to participating youth.

After School Boom

This scheme allows students to construct their own savings plan, geared
towards allocating funds for their development, both personal and career-oriented. Participants enter the
programme by creating an idea of
how they will use the funds, and by
setting a clear savings goals to make
their idea a reality. BFC then runs educational workshops showing students
how to develop their proposed plans.

CDI collaborations

From assisting the CDI TZ committee
in volunteer recruitment and training, to
partnering on the Think Big Challenge,
Afya Yetu, and Vingunguti sanitation
project, BFC has become an integral part
of CDI’s operations. In order to continue supporting BFC, many CDI alumni
join the BFC External Team and provide
consulting advice on projects remotely.
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Additional Initiatives
EEDS

EEDS 						

Environmental health, Ecology, and Decentralised Sanitation. A youthled charity founded by former CDI Tanzania Director, Jonathan Nkungu.
An organisational vision

EEDS, which stands for Environmental health, Ecology, and Decentralised
Sanitation, is a youth-led charity focusing on environmental conservation.
Founded in 2015 by Jonathan Nkungu,
a former CDI Tanzania President, the
organisation recognises that caring for
the environment is critical to ensuring
future generations can enjoy this planet.

With strong collaboration and support from teachers, students, the District Council and local community, the
initiative is set to grow quickly into a
large-scale environmental movement.

Eco-Tree Planting Project

Deforestation in Tanzania is a growing issue. At current rates Tanzania could loose
its entire forest cover within 50 years.
In order to stem the tide, EEDS is
running the ‘Eco-Tree Planting Project’. The scheme founds tree-planting initiatives in schools and on community farm land. This simultaneously
combats deforestation as well as providing a sustainable resource to solve
the problem of inadequate desks
in primary and secondary schools.
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Progress to date

Starting in the Biharamulo District of
Tanzania’s Kagera region, ten schools
have been selected in the initial cohort.
Each school has been visited in order
to engage the senior staff, inspire the
students, and survey the space available
for tree planting. Between these ten
schools, 2500 Pinus-patula trees and
500 fruit trees will be planted with the
aid of teachers, students, and EEDS volunteers. In 3-5 years when fully grown,
a select portion of these trees will be
used to supply the schools with well
needed desks. In the meantime EEDS
volunteers will be growing the initiative
amongst the next cohort of schools.
Visit eedstanzania.org to find out more.

Additional Initiatives
Student Development Initiative

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
INITIATIVE
As CDI grows, other universities are taking notice, with exciting
consequences. Together, we’re building a movement of empowered students.
New model, same mission

Like CDI, Student Development Initiative (SDI) was created with the intention of providing meaningful volunteering opportunities for university
students, distinct from patterns of voluntourism. SDI is based at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, and
plans to help set up a partner group
of students in Lima, Peru. By running
projects in both Vancouver and Lima,
together, the goal of the organisation is
to break down the stigma of developing and developed countries and show
that countries can develop together.

Lima assessment trip

In order to kickstart SDI, the Vancouver team travelled to Lima for a two
week scoping trip in July 2016. This was
extremely influential in the formation
of the SDI model. Most strikingly, the
team agreed that at this time, it was not

right for them to be running projects
in Lima. A lack of language fluency, in
combination with a sparse knowledge
of local history and culture, resulted in
the team choosing a Vancouver-based
model, at least in the short term. By inviting students from Lima to participate
in these projects, traditional development practice is flipped on its head. In
the long term it is hoped that students
in Lima will build a sister SDI organisation running its own projects, based on
issues mutually prevalent in both cities.

Assemblies Project

SDI’s first project sees them striving to
tackle the disharmony between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students in
the Greater Vancouver area. By designing and implementing high school
assemblies in collaboration with Aboriginal communities, students will be
provided with a common ground upon
which they may build a relationship
of mutual respect and understanding.
The assemblies will be highly engaging with musical performances, live art
shows, group discussions, and youth
speakers. Moving forward SDI’s goal
is to make these assemblies an annual
occurrence at multiple schools across
the entire Greater Vancouver district.
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International Development Conference, Cambridge

Members of the CDI committee pose for a photo as they publicise CDI’s work at
Cambridge University’s annual conference on international development issues.

OUR ORGANISATION

Our Organisation
Our donors

OUR DONORS

We are truly indebted to the generous support of numerous donors who
make the work of CDI possible.

MALAYSIAN COMMONWEALTH STUDIES
CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE MALAYSIAN EDUCATION AND
DEVELOPMENT TRUST

We must also express our great thanks to Open Gate Trust,
Pembroke College June Event, Clare College May Ball, Clare
College Entertainment Team, and St Edmunds College Events
team for their donations, without which our work in 2016
would not have been possible.
In addition we are extremely grateful for the support of
countless members of the public who saw the impact of CDI’s
work and gave donations big and small.
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Our Organisation
Our key partners

OUR KEY PARTNERS

We couldn’t do what we do without the help of an amazing set of national
and international partners who support us along the way.
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Our organisation
Our leadership

OUR LEADERSHIP

CDI is run entirely by a group of dedicated students still studying for
university degrees. In addition, we are supported by an amazing Board of
Trustees and Advisors.
Executive Committee (2015/16)

Executive Committee (2016/17)

Jonathan Nkungu
CDI TZ DIRECTOR

Joram Mduda
CDI TZ DIRECTOR

Matt Hopgood
CDI UK PRESIDENT

Jack Atherton
CDI UK DIRECTOR

Gabby Arenge
CDI UK VICE-PRESIDENT

Syed Jafri
CDI UK DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Robin Xu
CDI UK VICE-PRESIDENT

Ana-Sofia Monck
FUNDRAISING OFFICER

John Rutahiwa
CDI TZ ENGINEERING DIRECTOR

Paolo Bova
MONITORING & EVALUATION OFFICER

Tristan Downing
CDI UK ENGINEERING DIRECTOR

Oliver Preston
ALUMNI OFFICER

Adelgiza Marcus
CDI TZ EDUCATION DIRECTOR

Hanmin Wang
TREASURER

Arun Shanmuganathan
CDI UK EDUCATION DIRECTOR

Justus Kahwa
CDI TZ WASH DIRECTOR

Marietha Holella
CDI TZ HEALTH DIRECTOR

Will Gayne
CDI UK WASH DIRECTOR

Rhys Wenlock
CDI UK HEALTH DIRECTOR

Fortunata Buchera
CDI TZ EDUCATION DIRECTOR

Gerald Mpangala
CDI TZ ENTREPRENEURSHIP DIRECTOR

Martha Aitken
CDI UK EDUCATION DIRECTOR

Cobi-Jane Akinrele
CDI UK ENTREPRENEURSHIP DIRECTOR

Yohana Joachim
CDI TZ HEALTH DIRECTOR

Fopé Jegede
CDI UK PUBLICITY OFFICER

David Kristek
CDI UK HEALTH DIRECTOR
Edson Mhenga
CDI TZ ENTREPRENEURSHIP DIRECTOR
Alex Boyle
CDI UK ENTREPRENEURSHIP DIRECTOR
Becky Daltry
CDI UK PUBLICITY OFFICER
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Our Organisation
Our leadership

Board of Trustees

Board of Advisors

Sir Gregory Winter
MASTER OF TRINITY COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY
OF CAMBRIDGE

David Alton, Baron Alton of Liverpool
PATRON

Professor Jaideep Prabhu
J. NEHRU PROFESSOR OF INDIAN BUSINESS,
JUDGE BUSINESS SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF
CAMBRIDGE
Dr. Pauline Essah
MANAGER, CAMBRIDGE AFRICA PROGRAMME
Dr. John Mullett
FOUNDER, SUSTAINABLE ONEWORLD
TECHNOLOGIES C.I.C

Dr. Faustin Ndugulile
MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT (KIGAMBONI),
TANZANIA
Professor Simon Anholt
INDEPENDANT POLICY ADVISOR
Dr. Solava Ibrahim
AFFILIATED LECTURER, CENTRE OF
DEVELOPMENT STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF
CAMBRIDGE

Jason Thorpe
EUROPEAN MANAGING DIRECTOR,
INFOMEDIA LTD

Dr Shailendra Vyakarnam
DIRECTOR, BETTANY CENTRE FOR
ENTREPRENEURSHIP. CRANFIELD SCHOOL OF
MANAGEMENT

Kelvin Wong
CDI CO-FOUNDER

Kate Dyer
FORMER DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTABILITY IN
TANZANIA PROGRAMME, KPMG TANZANIA

Patrick Hoffmann
CDI CO-FOUNDER
Pippa Smith
FOUNDING CDI MEMBER

Ori Sasson
FOUNDING PARTNER OF PRIMERA CAPITAL

Jack Atherton (ex officio)
CURRENT PRESIDENT
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Our organisation
Financial summary

FINANCIAL
SUMMARY

A review of our accounts for our 2015/16 financial year (30th September
2015 to 30th September 2016).
(Great British Pound)

2015-16

2014-15

2013-14

3,914.63

1,302.95

-

696.74

-

23,950.50

-

475.00

2,456.39

Grants

17,165.00

18,515.39

28,390.00

Partner Contributions

11,494.65

8,457.29

-

6,094.13

16,878.06

3,346.58

13,824.00

21,644.36

19,036.58

Other

106.76

-

10,394.59

Total

56,517.91

67,273.05

87,574.64

(2,928.21)

(2,297.43)

(1,577.73)

(13,992.79)

(12,184.68)

(15,166.38)

Entrepreneurship Project

(7020.43)

(4,587.36)

(8,339.78)

Health Project

(2,350.00)

(650.54)

(3,372.67)

December Planning Trip

(3,947.30)

(3,965.84)

(13,633.11)

CDI TZ Operations

(8,666.11)

(3,986.32)

(41.05)

Volunteer Expenses

(13,303.67)

(28,297.48)

(39,694.54)

Core Operating Costs

(4,453.95)

(3,304.62)

(5,706.64)

Outstanding reimbursements

(4362.33)

(1,500.00)

-

Total

(61,024.79)

(60,774.27)

(87,531.90)

Net income

(4,506.88)

6,498.78

42.74

Income
Corporate contributions
Crowdfunding
Gift Aid

Public Donations
Volunteer Contributions

Expenses
Education Project
Engineering Project
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Kisenga LAPF Conference Centre, Dar es Salaam

Volunteers join together in celebration at the end of the DARE 2
CHANGE DAR Entrepreneurship conference and awards ceremony.

Vingunguti, Dar es Salaam

The CDI Engineering Director takes the Vingunguti
District Commissioner and other guests on a tour of
the Route 4 simplified sewerage network

cambridgedevelopment.org
Website:
info@cambridgedevelopment.org
Email:
facebook.com/CambridgeDevelopment
Facebook:
twitter.com/CambDev
Twitter:
Address: CUSU, Old Examinations Hall, Free School Lane,
Cambridge, CB2 3RF

